Brookes Ridge Manor
Presented by Lindsay Reishman
“The man who lives here is interested in history,” a voice intones as
a camera pans over a well-appointed library, whose shelves hold
classical busts and leather-bound tomes. “The man who lives here
knows a lot about what’s going on in the world.”
Words: Jennifer Sergent

The 1971 promo spot for ABC News then focuses on the
legendary Howard K. Smith, one of the “Murrow Boys”
reporting the events of World War II, who would go on
to moderate the first televised Kennedy-Nixon debate
and countless other history-making events. In this clip,
he’s standing in one of his library’s floor-to-ceiling
windows, foot propped on the wide sill, writing on his
notepad.
This graciously paneled elliptical library, where Smith
conducted many televised interviews of leaders and
lawmakers, lives on in his restored and revamped
Bethesda estate, soon to be listed by Compass Senior
Vice President, Lindsay Reishman. The extensively
renovated home, which has six bedrooms, four and a
half baths and an elevator, anchors the new Brookes
Ridge town home development near Sangamore Road.
Smith added a large addition to the home sometime in
the 1950s, developer and architect Sassan Gharai says.
The library and an elegant dining room flank a massive
ballroom in that addition, creating a 65-foot expanse
that enjoys sweeping views toward the Potomac River.
“It’s like out of the movies,” Gharai says of its classical
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detailing and 12-foot ceilings. “The design was all about
bringing the house up to that level of quality.”
With the help of designer Martha Vicas, Gharai has
lovingly preserved these grand rooms, while gutting the
rest of the interiors to build a home that’s functional for
a modern family. “We wanted to reduce the formality
to make it more comfortable and timeless,” Vicas says.
“I think this house will work very well for a family that
entertains a great deal, but we’ve created enough
intimate family spaces that it will be very comfortable
for everyday life.”
Vicas chose pickled, wide-plank white oak for the
flooring throughout, while she turned to Ann Sacks tile
and Waterworks fixtures for the kitchen and bathrooms.
Top-of-the-line light fixtures from Visual Comfort and
Currey & Co. populate many of the rooms, but both
Vicas and Gharai agree that the master bathroom—
oval shaped like the library below—is the showstopper.
“It’s one of the biggest master bathrooms I’ve ever done
in my life,” Gharai says. “It’s extraordinary,” Vicas adds.
“It’s the kind of bathroom that we see furnishing, where
we see putting a pretty chaise in there. It’s a very, very
elegant space.” That elegance continues in the grand
staircase, coffered family room, new wine cellar, and
expansive second-floor decks that offer sunset views
over the river. And though so much about this home is
brand new, Gharai says, its old soul remains intact.
“I think if Howard K. Smith walked into it, he’d recognize
his house.”
See more at brookesridge.com

